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I have no doubt whatever that most people live, whether 
physically, intellectually or morally, in a very restricted circle  

of their potential being. They make use of a very small portion  
of their possible consciousness… much like a man who, out of 

his whole bodily organism, should get into a habit of using and 
moving only his little finger… We all have reservoirs of life to 

draw upon, of which we do not dream. 
William James 

After living and dreaming 
the most important thing is 

to wake up. 
antonio Machado 
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 For Carolina  
With all my love



PRELUDE

‘Even though you tie one hundred knots, the string remains one’.  
Maulana Jelaluddin rumi

I n front of me, behind me, as far as I could see in either direction, 
surged a huge crowd – young kids with grannies; older kids in groups, 
pre-teens, early teens, late teens, boarding, biking, walking; family 
groups; middle-aged, middle class women who, earlier that day, 
might have been shopping in the very same place; business men in 
suits; university professors in open shirts; workers; ageing goths and 
hippies; teenage fetishists; trades unionists; political activists; punks, 
chained males and unchained females, the ultimate aesthetes, in full 
regalia; neo-tribalists; would-be shamen; hippie drum bands; Latin 
drum bands; Spanish brass bands; Latin-American dancers; wheel-
chair users; Arabs; Chinese; blacks; and whites, Spanish, English, 
French, German and American. All types, all ages, a typical, large, 
Spanish city population. They moved slowly but purposefully, swirl-
ing down the full width of the street, their mood electric and electri-
fying. Marijuana smoke drifted across the crowd. Spray cans were at 
work on government buildings and on the tarmac. At the time, it 
could have been almost anywhere in the world. It was, in fact, Calle 
Colón, the main street of Spain’s third city, Valencia. Eventually the 
head of this column would arrive in Alameyda before the tail had 
even started from the centre, several kilometres away. The weather 
was cold, that humid Mediterranean winter cold that can make ten 
degrees above freezing feel like minus five. No one minded. The spir-
it was warm.



It was February 15, 2003, the day we celebrated my Spanish com-
pañera Carolina’s twenty eightth birthday. We were walking with 
several of her women friends, constantly meeting people they knew. 
It was the largest demonstration of any kind in Valencia’s history. It 
was estimated that a crowd equivalent to a third of the city’s popula-
tion took to the streets to protest against Spanish President José Ma-
ria Aznar’s support of George ‘Dubya’ Bush’s war against Iraq. Polls 
claimed that more than 95% of the Spanish population was en contra 
de la guerra. (I was mildly bewildered to find myself within a politi-
cal majority for the first time in my life!) There was real anger at the 
Government ignoring the obvious will of the Spanish people. Impro-
vised songs and shouted slogans referred to Aznar as world champi-
on arselicker. Spray cans, banners, placards, songs and shouts all had 
one resounding message: ¡No a la Guerra! No war! The police did not 
intervene. They merely kept traffic out of the path of this broad river 
of people. Local military buildings closed their shutters. The demon-
stration wasn’t actually a part of Carolina’s birthday celebrations, but 
in a way, it was.

The mood of the crowd was serious yet ebullient, joyful yet sad, 
calm yet angry. There were wonderful mass crowd movements: huge 
collective ‘collapses’ (a kind of amateur balletic ‘instant’ version of 
the ‘sit-down’); mass chants with thousands of voices raised togeth-
er; mass halts followed by thunderous and clamourous charges for-
ward, all whoops and yelps (like a symbolic demonstration of how 
powerful such a crowd might actually be.) And, along with this pent 
up energy, there was also a quite tangible feeling of solidarity, and 
indeed more, of love, between all those gathered. Differences didn’t 
seem important anymore. Fleetingly there was a glimmer of a differ-
ent way of being, of a new possibility… Otro mundo es posible.

This was but one of a series of regular demonstrations, held in 
every major city of Spain that late winter, involving an unprecedent-
edly huge percentage of the population. It was even claimed ‘reliably’ 
that 70% of Barcelona’s population took to the streets. The unprece-
dentedly massive demonstrations in Spain were themselves part of a 



global network of such protest. The late Chris Gray bombarded me 
with e-mails (before he gave up the net) about the thrill of the Lon-
don demonstrations which, he said, dwarfed anything we experi-
enced in the sixties and seventies and which had this same intoxicat-
ing spirit of anger, exuberance and love. There was global outrage at 
another evidently racist, imperialist (and, above all, stupid) war, 
predicated on oil, water (set to become as pressing a global issue as 
oil), and resentful ‘neanderthal Christian’ hostility to a pluralist, 
multi-racial, multi-cultural and sustainable world led by a miltant 
Texan advocate of ‘democracy’, who came to power through electoral 
chicanery, a British lawyer who never understood history, a Spanish 
world champion arse licker and an Italian who eventually proved too 
corrupt for Italians.

Aznar ignored the Spanish. A few months later at the local elec-
tions they rewarded him by voting his party back into power. Eco-
nomic ‘prosperity’ after the Franco years was difficult to gainsay and 
Aznar’s Partido Popular was then still widely thought to provide it. 
However, a year later, following Al Kaida’s attentat in Madrid on 
March 11th 2004, Aznar’s and the PP’s continuing authoritarianism 
and transparent mendacity – they claimed the Basque terrorists of 
ETA were responsible – did finally prove too much for the Spanish at 
large and they voted the PP out of office at the General Election, re-
placing it with José-Luis Zapatero’ s ‘socialist’ PSOE, who rapidly ac-
complished the promised withdrawal of Spanish troops from Iraq – 
but not from Afghanistan! 

I found this, and the other Valencian manifestaciones en contra de 
la guerra, extremely emotional. In fact, several times during the vari-
ous demonstrations I found myself with tears in my eyes. No other 
demonstrations, of the many I have been on, were ever like this. Af-
terwards Carolina and her friends, now celebrating her birthday in 
private party mode – private, that is, to the limited extent that any 
private celebration in public in Spain is ‘private’ in the English sense 
– wanted to know how these demos compared to the anti-war pro-
tests I had joined in the sixties. Inevitably it made me think back 



some forty years to the days when I was actively involved in protest 
against war. 

In those days with neither mobile phones nor internet to sum-
mon a crowd, we used phone trees – one person called half a dozen 
others, who each in turn phoned a further half dozen and so on – 
limited for me since, like many people, I had no phone! There were 
fewer of us and we had more face-to-face contact prior to action. 
And, of course, our thoughts and actions too had little apparent ef-
fect. Or did they?



PART ONE 
eARlY DAYS



‘Nobody knows who anybody is. The data which life furnishes, 
towards forming a true estimate of any being, are as insufficient 

to that end as in geometry one side given  
would be to determine the triangle.’  

herman Melville 

‘In real life a person is an unknowable jumble of contradictory 
qualities. Brave and cowardly. Cruel and kind. Treacherous and 
loyal. Feckless and prudent. In fiction this would be confusing… 
This is a mistake writers of biography make. They try to shape a 

life to give it a fictional conherence. They should just tip the 
whole mess onto the page and say: “here is a life of sorts.  

Make of it what you will”.’  
Willie donaldson
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CHAPTER 1 
THE FIFTIES: elvis, Richard and oscar

‘Disobedience, in the eyes of anyone who has read history,  
is man’s original virtue. It is through disobedience that progress 

has been made, through disobedience and through rebellion.’ 
Oscar Wilde 

u nless you were one, it’s difficult to grasp how it was to be a kid 
in the post-war forties and early fifties. Food was still rationed as 
Britain, locked into austerity, struggled to pay back the USA in cash 
for its support in WWII. Many of the older generation seemed to 
miss the adrenalised excitement and mythically all-enveloping ca-
maraderie of the war days. Already accounts, mellowed by an infi-
nite human capacity to remember better the good than the bad, were 
becoming softer and more rose-tinted. The terror had gone: only the 
war’s thrilling unpredictability (and with it the possibility for both 
military heroism and personal adventure) was remembered nostalgi-
cally. They’d had their war. Now they wanted their peace, however 
hollow it might have seemed. The child’s role, and indeed the wom-
an’s, was still to be seen and not heard.

Little in my early childhood prepared me for this reality. I was 
born as the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbour on December 7, 1941, in 
Belfast where my mother Jean had temporary digs. My father Derry 
was then an infantry officer fighting in the war. Soon we returned to 
live with my grandparents at Thordisa, a large house in the north 
east Yorkshire seaside village of Sandsend. My grandfather, William 
Oldfield, called Bupup (later ‘adultised’’ to BP) since I couldn’t pro-
nounce grandpa, was manager – in the days when that had some 
prestige – at the Midland Bank in Whitby, three miles south. I was 
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unaware of war, and enjoyed remarkable relationships with BP, my 
grandmother, Nana (Violet) and my mother. The war ended, and 
with the return of my father, that changed. My father, the only child 
of a distracted, amiable and ineffective father who died (when I was 
one) from gas poisoning from First World War trenches and an idle 
and selfish mother, spent most of his childhood with a spinster friend 
of his parents, the remarkable Miss Daunton (Dauntie) who lived in 
Bath. Dauntie was a woman of liberated Victorian temper who had 
led an extremely independent life, including a long spell as a nurse in 
China. She was extraordinarily open-minded and many years later 
provided excellent weekend sanctuary from prep school for me and 
my younger brothers James and Mark. Nevertheless it can hardly 
have been the best semi-permanent environment for a child: from 
early days my father was forced into disciplined self-reliance. He 
rarely saw his parents in India. His mother’s attitude is summarised 
in one of his anecdotes. As an eleven year old, on one of his very rare 
Indian visits, my father interrupted his mother’s siesta with a ques-
tion. Eyed suspiciously by the odalisque through her lorgnette, he got 
his answer: “Oh, do go away! Come back when you’re 18.” Hardly sur-
prising that my father was ill-equipped for parenthood, for the nec-
essary sharing of time and affection. Still less so on returning from 
the war to a young and very attractive wife for whom he had an all-
excluding affection, only to discover that his ‘baby boy’ was equally 
demanding of her attention The conflict between my father and me 
was inevitable and, though doubtless exacerbated by his own up-
bringing and indeed mine, was one that, to a greater or lesser extent, 
was played out in countless post-war homes, of all classes. I must 
have been six when I became conscious of the words ‘prep school’. By 
seven it had become clear that this form of exclusion was to be my 
own fate. I was duly enrolled, over unavailing protest, persuasion, 
moodies and temper tantrums. Even my beloved BP couldn’t help.

My first prep school was Woodleigh, in the pretty village of 
Langton, near Malton in Yorkshire. Langton Hall was an attractive 
bulding. With underground ‘dens’ and ‘tree houses’ Wood leigh ini-
tially seemed less bad than I’d expected. I was however miserably 
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home sick. I missed my mother, my grandparents, my ponies, the 
English setters, and Thordisa. It seemed to me then that my father 
was the architect of my exclusion from paradise, of my loss of child-
hood. Most preparatory school lockers contained, along with a few 
family snapshots and teddy bear memories of home, a pack of cards 
for Contraband, often referred to as ‘Nothing to declare’, a simple 
card game introducing us abstractly to the perils and profits of smug-
gling and the value of the diplomatic bag. All lockers contained at 
least one of Captain W. E. Johns’ Biggles, Gimlet or Worrell books, 
the last a heroine aimed at girls but predominantly read by boys. 
They, like endless war books such as The Wooden Horse, Two Eggs On 
My Plate, The Cockleshell Heroes, The Dambusters, and The Colditz 
Story, provided rough and ready portraits of stoical, stiff upper-
lipped, good-humoured, ‘typically British’ heroism. There was also 
brisk internal barter of the small format, monochrome commando 
war comics, which revealed a somewhat more anarchic streak in at 
least some ‘Tommies’, and provided anti-authority inspiration for 
minor prep-school pranks: it was easy to visualise school authority 
figures as Nazis! We absorbed Anthony Buckeridge’s tales of Jennings 
and Darbyshire, like us victims of prep schools, and found solace in 
Richmal Crompton’s William.1 Girls read Enid Blyton’s Secret Seven 
or Famous Five books, as did some boys, more secretively. I liked The 
Colditz Story largely because among its prisoners was Howard Gee, a 
long term suitor of my mother who had once taken me to York to see 
Bertram Mills Circus, thus earning the envy of school mates, but my 
firm favourites were various versions of Robin Hood, Edward Ardiz-
zone’s Little Tim series and, later, TH White’s Sword in the Stone2 

1 Paul Martin, in Making Happy People (Fourth Estate, London, 2005), cites 
William’s happy disregard for social rules and happy regard for social and emo-
tional competence, as a model of well-adjusted ‘coping strategy.’ He describes Wil-
liam as ‘free from anxiety to the point of being reckless’. ‘There is no rule he is un-
willing to break and no red-faced adult he is afraid to defy. To him, the main 
attraction of any game is the extent to which it presents a danger to life and limb. 
Falls, cuts and adult wrath are no deterrent’.
2 TH White The Sword in the Stone (Collins, London, 1939).
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and BB’s Brendon Chase3, about a band of children who run away 
from home to live in the woods. In regulation blue ties, grey shirts, 
grey shorts, grey socks, grey caps and black shoes, we played at war, 
with tin soldiers or Dinky war planes and armoured vehicles. Every-
one refused to be a German, a role usually enforced finally on unfor-
tunate, already isolated ‘misfits’. Only Field Marshall Erwin Rommel, 
generally deemed a fine fellow, escaped a profound distaste for all 
things German. (He was dead which doubtless helped.) There were 
mavericks who preferred to be an ‘Indian’ rather than a cowboy. 
I  was brought up on Robin Hood and didn’t really care for war 
games, though I would quite happily have gunned down the head-
master, who took an instant dislike to me. I was nearly ostracised for 
openly supporting the Italian Maserati motor racing team, though 
‘wops’ were never considered as bad as ‘huns’. (It was only on our own 
sloping dirt tracks with Dinky toys, weighted with Plasticine for in-
creased speed, that Stirling Moss’s HWM and Mike Hawthorne’s 
Cooper-Bristol could compete with Juan Manuel Fangio’s and 
 Giuseppe Farina’s Alfa Romeos, Luigi Villoresi’s and Toulou de 
Graffenried’s Maseratis, Alberto Ascari’s Ferrari or even Phillippe 
Etancelin’s Talbot Lago or Jean Behra’s Gordini.) 

Prep school was dominated by loves and hatreds no more and no 
less irrational than those dominating the wider world beyond. The 
idea of change was simply unthinkable. Under the protective spread 
of such pervasive, escapist and isolationist national atrophy even the 
Angry Young Men, who now seem largely anodyne whingers, were 
deemed scandalous. Britain was self-righteous, smug, complacent, 
mean, miserable, philistine, ugly, unbelievably drab and pathologically 
conformist. It still had colonies, much of the world map in our school 
atlases coloured pink to prove the vastness of ‘the world’s greatest ever 
Empire – the British’. Unreadably worthy periodicals like the Chil-
dren’s Newspaper and The Young Elizabethan, attempted to ‘awaken’ a 
‘New Elizabethan’ spirit of adventure in us. Eagle, a more sophisti-

3 B.B. Brendon Chase (Hollis & Carter, London, 1947). The original BB was, 
I understand, a type of shotgun cartridge. 
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cated endeavour, did the same job more intelligently, interestingly 
and subtly. The great publishing success story of the fifties, it made 
Frank Hampson’s lantern-jawed Dan Dare (a ‘Pilot of the Future’ 
based squarely on the ethos of the Battle of Britain’s ‘gallant few’ fight-
er pilots) or portly, cuddly down-to-earth Spaceman Digby (equally 
obviously based on the salt-of-the-earth qualities of the ordinary, 
working class British ‘Tommy’) the ideals of thousands of children. 
The magazine also featured imaginative cut-away technical drawings, 
revealing the inner workings of buildings and machines, including 
Britain’s great motor racing hope, the supercharged, 1·5 litre V16 
BRM, a machine so complex that it was subsequently described as be-
ing ‘as though the Victorians had tried to design a moon rocket’, its 
sole lasting achievement the incomparable, banshee roar of its engine. 
A whole generation was reared on Eagle and its technological dreams. 
Dandy and Beano, produced in Glaswegian ‘sweatshops’ by talented 
artists on low pay, provided a less reverent vision of Britain. Even in 
those boys, always boys, equipped with mechanical metal horses and 
mechanical metal swordfishes did battle with the forces of evil while 
shepherd Andrew Glenn and his faithful collie Black Bob saw off the 
crime wave threatening to engulf the Scottish highlands (in reality 
‘ethnically cleansed’ and depopulated centuries since by the English 
and mercenaries like The Black Watch). Their front pages featured 
Korky the Kat and Biffo the Bear, anthropomorphised and (apart 
from heads and clothing) interchangeable anti-heroes of a more ‘an-
archically’ anti-social nature. Dandy and Beano were strictly  ‘rationed’, 
neither deemed entirely acceptable material for middle class kids like 
us. This gave them added appeal. On a more genteel level, EH Milne’s 
Tao-ist Pooh Bear, was well-loved too. Rupert Bear, the anthropo-
morphised hero of comic strips and annual books, was even more 
popular. Created by Mary Tortell in 1920, Rupert was by now 
stripped of Tortell’s terrifying overtones. The benign bachelor Alfred 
Bestall, was possibly as imaginative as Tortell but had a gentler and 
kinder vision of Rupert within a surreally distorted Edwardian dream 
world where anything could happen. I valued Tortell’s vision more. 
The brothers Grimm were ideal too!
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The British Empire, like the current American Empire, had a 
built-in autodestruct mechanism but then it wasn’t so clear – to me 
at least. The Queen’s ascension in 1952 set off a major attempt to re-
store Britain to pre-war imperial grandeur and optimism. Her coro-
nation in 1953 was the first event widely viewed on television, though 
few actually owned one. Television was not only black and white, but 
amateurishly primitive with afternoon and evening broadcasts only, 
much of the afternoon being taken up with test cards, war documen-
taries, the Flowerpot Men and, of course, Annette Mills’ Muffin the 
Mule, (years later declared illegal on one of the badges we printed). 
For entertainment children sought out their own amusements, or 
the radio for Children’s Hour – featuring Uncle Mac, Jalopy the 
Frog, and other delights. Other options included Riders on the 
Range, Journey into Space or PC 49 (a more debonair, lounge-lizard 
take on the Dixon of Dock Green format that later became the first 
British TV standard cop, until Z-Cars ‘daringly’ changed the format 
in the sixties.) The ‘British’ first ascent of Mount Everest by the Nep-
alese sherpaTensing and the New Zealander Hilary, just prior to the 
Coronation, and Roger Bannister’s first four minute mile a year later 
were hailed as epitomising the bulldog spirit that made Britain 
Great. Geoff Duke was world 500cc motorycling champion on a 
British Norton, but racing drivers, like Stirling Moss, had to compete 
in underpowered HWM cars put together in the London suburb of 
Walton on Thames, while veteran Reg Parnell’s fiendishly complex 
BRM, promised much but delivered little. Cricketers like the stolid 
Yorkshireman Len Hutton, then Test innings record holder under 
whose leadership England won back the Ashes, and the Brylcreamed, 
swashbuckling Denis Compton, an all-rounder who played cricket 
for Middlesex and soccer for Arsenal, were hugely admired, as were 
bowlers Bedser, Lock and Laker and Billy Wright of Wolves, Eng-
land’s soccer captain and local hero Raich Carter who played for 
Hull. Wright even married one of the Beverley Sisters, the sickly-
sweet, chart-topping ‘pop’ group who had heroine status among 
some girls, or so I understood. I didn’t actually know girls. I couldn’t 
find a fellow pupil who’d admit to having a sister, those who had cur-
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rently subject to one of the cyclical ‘hatreds’ that swept this tiny en-
closed world. World chamption cyclist Reg Harris was another ‘hero’ 
for many. I remember more vividly England’s shattering twin defeats 
by Hungary (Olympic soccer champions and therefore ‘amateurs’) – 
6-3 at home in November 1953 and, to add emphasis, 7-1 away the 
following summer. Obviously sport wouldn’t ultimately patch tears 
in the national fabric. It was too late. Within a decade Empire’s last 
external trappings would be blown away by Macmillan’s ‘wind of 
change’, replaced by a ‘something but nothing’ Commonwealth. (The 
English would stumble on, shell-shocked, myth-saturated, into the 
rapidly fading twilight of their imperial grandeur, still convinced, for 
the most part, that they were, by virtue of birth, something special.) 
Schoolmates joked that although America thought they’d won the 
war, Germany and Japan actually won it. I sensed that the mythology 
of imperial splendour was a lie. I’d travelled quite widely, following 
my father’s military postings, before I even went to prep school. I had 
seen first-hand (if from a skewed vantage point) some ‘occupied’ ter-
ritories and colonies – Austria, India, Malaya, Singapore – so I knew, 
for sure, that the world wasn’t what they said it was, and that it had 
more to offer than was evident in England. In October 1948 we re-
turned by boat to England from Singapore. The weather changed – 
from the sweaty, humid, tropical heat of Singapore, to the drier and 
more acceptable warmth of the autumn Mediterranean and then to 
the cold, dank dreariness of Southampton. A thick, chilling, grey 
mist swirled over everything, insidiously penetrating, saturating first 
the clothes, then the body and finally the heart, as the ghostly, mist-
swaithed, looming cranes on the dock gradually took slightly clearer 
form. I was longing for sanctuary with my beloved grandparents, but 
the dismal reality of this foreign land chilled me to the core, a chill 
never entirely dispelled.

 Nana was a unique woman, a talented artist, a magnificent wife, 
mother and grandmother, tireless in her enthusiasm for people and 
as socially aware as it was possible for her to be, characteristics that 
she passed on to my own indomitable and much loved mother, who 
died in 2011. My mother was a keen reader. A superlative miniaturist 
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she was but Nana did not approve of reading. She would preface her 
strictures with “if you’ve nothing better to do than read why don’t 
you…?” (followed by an enumeration of vital and immediate tasks) 
to any of her three children caught reading!

 One morning I was last to leave the cold, tiled Woodleigh bath-
room, with its enamelled metal jugs of tepid water and enamelled 
metal bowls. I picked up a watch someone left behind: I intended to 
return it at breakfast. I forgot. (That was my story and I will stick 
with it!) During morning prayers the loss of the watch was an-
nounced. At the end of prayers I handed it over to the headmaster, 
‘Toddy’ England, only to find myself accused of theft. (I had no 
watch so my intent must have been theft.) Nine strokes with a 
snooker cue – in fact two because the first one broke – across my 
bare arse followed by three day’s solitary isolation from other pupils 
as further punishment, proved the folly of honesty. My arse was so 
painful that I barely slept for two nights. At the end of the term 
I was expelled. Toddy’s relief was great. Mine was greater. My ex-
pulsion, initially seen as ending boarding school, was however fol-
lowed rapidly by St Christopher’s in Bath, where my father was once 
a pupil. This was run by Ted and Mabel (Mabs) Pryor, and a staff of 
largely failing teachers: Miss M, the elderly maths teacher who 
taught my father, famed alike for never wearing a bra and for the 
nipples thus revealed (“like Scammel wheel nuts”, as my friend 
Quentin observed), Mr S, a sweet and charming man with foul and 
charmless halitosis who taught French; and red-headed Mr H, once 
a fellow pupil of my  father, and now a bullying, sarcastic tyrant. Mr 
K, married to an Anglo-Indian, lived on site, and was the only ade-
quate teacher. Adequate is relative: he taught history by rote. Ted 
Pryor who, apart from his fractured and nicotine-stained fangs was 
a dead ringer for a gone-to-seed cartoon Bertrand Russell, was old, 
tall, skeletally thin and very tired, worn by the obligations of head-
mastery and husbandry. The overweight Mabs effectively ran the 
school. Their two sons, nicknamed Porky, looking like his mother, 
and Pissage, looking like his father, made occasional sorties from 
Harrow. 
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St Christophers improved on Woodleigh, if only for its surreali-
ty, the friendship of Quentin, a day-boy who shared my passionate 
admiration of Stirling Moss, the cantankerous but excellent Jean 
Behra, and Italian racing cars and the arrival of a new teacher Peter 
Levy, young, and very good looking in an Errol Flynn-cross-David 
Niven sort of way, popularity enhanced by his gigantic pre-war rag-
top 7-litre Grand Touring Hispano-Suiza, and, particularly the pres-
ence of his wife, Louise, a delicately perfect beauty who introduced 
many older boys to the extraordinary notion that women, other 
than one’s mother, could be attractive! 

St Christopher’s was followed in 1955 by Wellington College at 
Crowthorne, Berkshire. (The College, named after the Iron Duke, 
was always at pains to distinguish itself from the less prestigious 
Wellington School, named after the town in Somerset.) A Victorian 
‘red-brick gothic’ boarding school, founded by Queen Victoria as a 
‘public memorial’ to the Napoleon-vanquishing Iron Duke, it was 
then an ultra-conservative, exceptionally inflexible educational ma-
chine devoted wholeheartedly to promoting a blend of hierarchy, 
militarism and authoritarianism, masquerading as ‘service’, ‘leader-
ship’ and ‘self-reliance’. The Iron Duke was a notorious autocrat. An 
‘Anglo-Irish’ aristocrat, a soldier and, finally, a Prime Minister he 
liked to spend Sundays riding around Hyde Park laying into the 
working classes with a horsewhip. The school followed his precepts 
but was devoid of his drily dismissive wit. At Waterloo when Lord 
Uxbridge, his second-in-command, lost a leg and shouted: ‘By God, 
there goes my leg’ the Iron Duke responded with icy cool ‘By God, so 
it does.’ He seemed to place little value on military virtues: ‘There is 
nothing worse than a defeat, except a victory. There is nothing so 
stupid on earth as a gallant officer’. And even less on the élite and élit-
ist cavalry: ‘The only thing they can be relied on to do is to gallop too 
far and too fast’. His haughty disdain for the proletariat wasn’t con-
fined to Sundays in Hyde Park. In the Peninsular War he said of his 
army: ‘I don’t know what effect they will have on the enemy, but by 
God they frighten me’. At Waterloo his contempt for the cannon fod-
der had become still more extreme: ‘The most infamous army I ever 
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commanded. The scum of the earth – they have enlisted for drink. 
That is the simple truth.’ His relationship with Queen Caroline was 
fraught. She said: ‘You see how punctual I am, Duke; I am even be-
fore my time’ which earned the riposte: ‘That, your Majesty, is not 
punctuality’. Later, when Caroline’s infidelities became a public scan-
dal, the ‘mob’ took her side; Wellington naturally took the King’s. In 
the city the Duke was accosted by an angry gaggle of working men 
who would not let him pass unless he declared: ‘God Save the Queen.’ 
The Duke complied: ‘Well, gentlemen, since you will have it so – 
“God save the Queen”, and may all your wives be like her.’ My sneak-
ing regard for the Duke’s cruel ‘wit’ did not extend to his behaviour 
or to the school. Many years earlier the diplomat Sir Harold Nichol-
son described how he entered Wellington ‘as a puzzled baby’, and left 
as ‘a puzzled child, with an over-developed body, an under-devel-
oped mind and an undeveloped heart’.4 In his day it was the proud 
boast of the teaching staff that they not only knew what each boy 
would be doing in ten minutes, but also what that boy would be do-
ing six months hence. Not much had changed by the mid-fifties. 

Crowthorne itself was largely red-brick Victorian, its railway 
station greatly admired by that compulsive-Victorian, popular poet 
John Betjeman, who ‘performed’ at Wellington. A few miles away lay 
the Sandhurst Royal Military Academy where many Wellingtonians 
did their subsequent officer training. Still closer was Britain’s most 
infamous criminal lunatic asylum at Broadmoor, whose alarm prac-
tice (at half-strength) each Monday precluded teaching for quarter 
of an hour, with its loud, all-enveloping, eerily mournful moan.(A 
Wellingtonian could start his education in the nearby Eagle House 
preparatory school, and end it in Sandhurst - or Broadmoor.) 

Newbolt’s Vitai Lampada seemed to provide adequate philo-
sophical underpinning for the entire Wellington ethos: ‘The river of 
death has brimmed his banks, And England’s far, and Honour a 
name, But the voice of a schoolboy rallies the ranks; “Play up! Play 
up! And play the game!”’ As a new boy, duly enrolled and enumerat-

4 Words to that effect – I ‘quote’ from distant memory.
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ed as HN 554 (house/dormitory identity – mine was Hopetoun – 
and number) I felt immediately alone, frightened, unloved and very 
small. The college had over 600 students, and I  barely scraped 
through the Common Entrance Examination, was fourth from bot-
tom in the entire school, almost the lowest of the low, in the Lower 
or ‘Bim’ Fourth. New boys were called ‘squealers’, and were soon to be 
fags – the ‘servants’ of prefects – but they first had to pass the fags 
exam. Held the third Sunday after our arrival, this was to test our 
knowledge of College and its ‘traditions’. Until the test we were in a 
period of ‘grace’ – we couldn’t be beaten for infractions of the count-
less, extraordinarily petty rules we were also learning by rote. (I was 
beaten the day after the exam for running in the quadrangles after 
dark, with the wrong coat button done up. The school prefect ex-
plained that despite two or three entirely separate and equally hei-
nous offences I was only getting a single caning of four strokes. They 
weren’t hard; the mental smart was far worse.) Each squealer was as-
signed a fag tutor (mentor) who rapidly lost patience if we failed to 
grasp the significance of the worthless information we mindlessly 
swallowed. “Where are the Duke’s balls?” “Who’s the house jally?” 
“Where’s the Golden Pineapple?” “Who or what is Grubbies?” “Who 
or what is the College crush?” “Who’s the lushest in the dormitory?” 
“What’s Tutor’s pet called?” (The answer to these last three questions 
was the same.) “What’s the difference between the Top Ten and the 
Upper Sixth?” “What is Bigside? What is Turf ?” “What is an usher?” 
“What is a tutor?” “Who’s the Master?”) In less than a hundred years 
Wellington had accrued a whole ‘tradition’ and culture that was shal-
low, idiotic and totally artificial, imposed simply because such ‘tradi-
tion’ and ‘culture’ were seen as essential to Public School life. Why 
should a housemaster be a ‘tutor’, a teacher an ‘usher’ and a servant a 
‘jally’? Why should the school ‘tuck shop’ bear the unappetising 
name of Grubbies or, alternatively, the Grubber? All this to be an 
unpaid slave to some bullying senior boy determined on revenge for 
his prior life as a fag. Those not already the personal fags of prefects 
ran en masse whenever a prefect’s stentorian screech of “Fag!” was 
heard. Last to arrive got the job. It might be to warm lavatory seats, 
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clean rooms, polish shoes, press clothes, make toast, tea or coffee, run 
errands or, on occasion, open your arse. Wellington’s pupil accomo-
dation consisted of a few “external” houses and many dormitories 
within the main block of buildings, each containing around 60 or 70 
of the school’s more than 600 pupils. The main blocks also contained 
most of the classrooms, the chapel, the reading room, the library, the 
dining hall and Great Hall.

Initially I waited, with other squealers, in a ‘holding house’, Up-
cott, overseen by a somewhat sinister tutor whose subsequent sex 
talk I couldn’t avoid. I’d taken to masturbation with considerable en-
joyment and frequency. But I now learned “God’s master plan”; ‘toss-
ing off ’ led to blindness and shaky hands. A demonstration, involving 
first a piece of string, unsuccessfully, and then a pencil, successfully, 
being inserted into a key hole, explained the purpose of erection. 
Somehow, warned by others, I kept a straight face. Upcott was prac-
tice for life in the ‘main’ school, prefected by boys soon to be prefects 
in their own dormitories. I plugged the wires of detonators, found on 
the school ranges, into the light socket of my room. Fortunately 
I stood well back. There was an enormous house-shaking explosion. 
The glass panes in my window were blown out. Prefects came run-
ning but not before I secreted the melted detonator remains beneath 
my mattress. I had my explanation ready: “I just plugged in my light 
and there was a huge bang.” They examined the undamaged light and 
its plug, but were unable to offer an explanation. I got away with it. 

On moving into the main school I first heard rock ’n’ roll, one of 
the first real signs, along with the Teddy Boys (who were disreputa-
ble ‘spivs’ of the worst sort – without concomitant sartorial sense) of 
a fracture in the thick, impermeable and apparently immovable 
crust of national torpor. I didn’t really like Bill Haley and the Com-
ets, the ‘first rock’n’roll ‘stars’ (Rock around the clock from Blackboard 
Jungle) – Haley was about as romantic as lard – but I longed to rip 
seats out of a local fleapit. Too young to enjoy rock ’n’ roll as social 
rebellion, at least the 78 r.p.m. shellac gramophone records carried the 
strange names of other performers and a message of ‘nameless wild-
ness’. My dog-eared copy of the 1957 Rock’n’Roll Yearbook testifies to 
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a questing enthusiasm. An intoxicating mix of strange names, puls-
ing, unfettered rhythm and nameless wildness was summed up by 
Elvis ‘the Pelvis’ Presley. I bought his album Rock’n’Roll. Dark, in-
tense, mean, moody, it suggested a world unbridled by the conven-
tions I’d been brought up to endure. My father, who insisted that 
Elvis had a brother called Eenis, couldn’t abide Elvis’s looks, his side-
boards (‘buggers’ grips’ to my father), his gobbled vocals or the rau-
cous, echoing rockabilly of his band. However, once militarised and 
shorn of his locks, Elvis seemed to lose power. My father “no longer 
minded him” so I  went off him. By then I  had discovered black 
rock’n’roll – Fats Domino, Frankie ‘I’m Not a Juvenile Delinquent’ 
Lymon and the Teenagers, Jackie Wilson (Van Morrison’s and Elvis 
Presley’s own hero whose still staggering Reet Petite was written by 
Berry Gordy), Larry Williams, Marie Adams and the Three Tons of 
Joy (with Johnny Otis), Lloyd Price, the Coasters and Chuck Berry 
whose brilliant lyrics were a teen-dream and deeply conservative 
adulation of the American Way but hinted that rock might be able 
to do more than merely shake arses, walls and preconceptions, that it 
might actually be able to say something about the world. It was Little 
Richard’s apparently often nonsensical lyrics, impassioned vocals, 
wildly rocking piano and a stomping juggernaut of a band, that really 
‘sent me’ and completely stole my heart. 

Rock’n’roll took the British music press by surprise. In 1956, a 
New Musical Express critic called Gene Vincent’s Be Bop-A-Lula ‘a 
junior idiot chant, strictly from the booby hatch’. Another comment-
ed on Elvis: ‘If this is music, I give up. If this is the stuff American 
fans are demanding I’m glad I’m on this side of the Atlantic.’ Voices 
in the wilderness – the Atlantic was not wide enough. Soon BBC tel-
evision would test rock’n’roll waters – timidly. David Jacobs’ Juke 
Box Jury, a BBC staple for years, was basically just a televised version 
of Gus Goodwin’s more entertaining Radio Luxembourg jury show 
(with, if I remember correctly, Janice). For all the simpering, grin-
ning inanity of compères Pete Murray and Josephine Douglas, Jack 
Good’s Six-Five Special (February, 1957), was a monochrome presen-
timent of rock’s colourful future, with real bands playing ‘live’ and a 
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real teenage audience on screen, a format mimicked (but unseen!) 
on BBC Radio’s Light Programme by Brian Matthews’ Saturday 
Club.5 Against Six-Five Special, Kent Walton ran Cool for Cats, lent 
credibility by its title and the fact that it ran late at night – at least on 
Tyne Tees Television in the North East – on the recently introduced 
commercial channel ITV, rather than in Children’s Hour on BBC. 
Good’s ‘six-five’ title referred to the programme transmission time 
(I first head Sam Cooke on Cool for Cats).

At Wellington ‘acceptable’ rebellion consisted largely in reading 
Mad magazine (Spy vs Spy which provided an insight into the cold 
war) or listening to the ‘sick humour’ of Tom Lehrer’s songs. My re-
bellion was initially confined to smoking but during my third term, 
in the summer of 1956, I was caught up in a scandal, involving around 
a dozen boys, still involving cigarettes but also homosexuality. One 
teacher, nicknamed Widdley, explored my balls with the tip of a cane 
before thrashing me, noting that I  was “coming on quite nicely”. 
I drew the line long before Widdley. Teachers were a strange breed, a 
miscellany of misfits, ranging from the eccentric to the rabid, and, as 
rule of thumb, best avoided. (Only two, Dick Gould and Peter White, 
ever got through to me – and not sexually!) Boys were a different 
matter and I was, very indirectly, introduced to this new circle by my 
smoking friend Izzy, who had turned me onto some of the more ob-
scure black and white rock music. I narrowly missed being buggered 
by one of the main protagonists, not for lack of enthusiasm but be-
cause we heard someone prowling in the woods nearby. Before fur-
ther opportunities arose student sneaks revealed the network’s exist-

5 Good would follow up with Oh Boy!, Wham!, and Boy Meets Girl, introducing 
Tommy Steele, Cliff Richard and Adam Faith, as well as Lonnie Donegan, Buddy 
Holly, Eddie Cochran and Gene Vincent to British television audiences. Carrying 
the coals towards Newcastle, Good would eventually produce Shindig in Los An-
geles, where he was told he played ‘too much black music’, the self-same ‘problem’ 
faced earlier, in the mid-fifties, by Alan Freed, the white DJ who did so much to 
promote the new music in the USA. Freed – absurdly in the circumstances – 
faced payola bribery charges in 1962. Good resolved his problem by asking the 
president of ABC for the complaint in writing so it could be passed on to Good’s 
‘friend’ the Attorney General, Bobby Kennedy. 
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ence. I was on its peripheries. The investigation took up most of the 
summer term of 1956. Pre-emptively beaten up by others to discour-
age my cooperation with the inquiry, I meekly complied. It was easy. 
I knew almost nothing anyway. Apart from multiple thrashings – 
rules insisted that three days pass between beatings – I emerged un-
scathed. Each dormitory or house had a Tutor (housemaster), a head 
prefect and four or five house prefects. Most heads of house and a 
few other senior prefects were appointed as college prefects. The Up-
per Ten always included the college head prefect and some other 
senior college prefects, but despite its name rarely numbered more 
than three or four. As luck would have it this term there were only 
two, a left-hander and a right-hander. Most thrashings, I discovered, 
are preceded by a traditional pre-thrashing prouncement – “This 
hurts me much more than it hurts you” – which obviously begs the 
question “If so, why do it?” With no time to debate I simply grunted. 
Bent over the back of a chair and grasping its legs, I got four strokes 
from each, alternately, delivered with well-choreographed venom. 
That was for smoking. For my role in the general sleaze I  ‘should’ 
have been beaten by the headmaster (known as The Master) the 
highly unpopular Graham Stainforth, (known as Gus). However he 
never beat anyone. Graham ‘Chalky’ Meikle, an usher and former 
Scottish rugby international, beat on his behalf. An obedient hire-
ling, Meikle chalked the cane before each stroke – providing a visible 
target to ensure proficient grouping and maximum pain. I was the 
sole conspirator not expelled; saved by my bit part, my age, and my 
father’s apparent refusal of the school’s request to remove me. He as-
sured me I was “lucky not to have been expelled”. I wondered how he 
defined luck – my arse and the backs of my thighs still carried the 
scars and welts of seven separate canings during the thirteen week 
summer term of 1956. I had broken the record for strokes in a term, 
and missed my half century by only six strokes. (In fact I was caught 
smoking on the last day of term, as I walked through Great Gate, like 
everyone else on their way to holidays, so there was a further caning 
awaiting me on return the following September!) I was closing on 
the outright school record for the total number of strokes of the 
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cane, received for a variety of personal failings – coat buttons un-
done, running in quadrangles, smoking, academic failures – which 
established negative kudos. In some areas I was a high achiever! How-
ever, I never acquired a Swinburnean affection for the rod. Instead, 
I acquired a Wildean loathing for those who used it.

I was caned again on my first day back in September and was 
now viewed on a continuum between contempt and curiousity by 
most contemporaries. A few were prepared to risk friendship, per-
haps to get the lowdown on the previous term’s scandal. James 
Michaels, younger than me and in a different house, wasn’t interest-
ed in my past. With sensual, cupid-lips, centrally parted hair, grown 
as long as permitted, pale, good-looking, and softly spoken, James 
was distinctly effete and already avowedly gay.6 I was unsure. I just 
knew that I was a sexual animal – in an all-male environment that 
meant fucking boys. We knew who we wanted to fuck. The list was 
long but opportunities short. You could talk to those up to a year 
older or a year younger than yourself, without too many questions. 
Any other friendship was looked on as direct admission of homo-
sexuality. I was then in my third year and any approach to a younger 
boy, particularly if he was pretty or a recognised ‘crush’, was invaria-
bly noted by other pupils, among whom would assuredly be a ‘creep-
ing Jesus’, a self-appointed sneaking moral guardian. I was watched 
constantly as a potential sexual deviant: every approach produced a 
warning from my housemaster. My friendship with James, which 
met school criteria, was strongly, but ineffectively discouraged. Curi-
ously James and I never discussed the easiest solution, which would 
have been to do it together. Our relationship was extraordinarily 
close for a year but my sex life remained frustratingly platonic, fan-
tasy-fuelled or masturbatory. 

6 To be gay was to be criminal. It was not until 1967, ten years after Sir John 
Wolfenden’s inquiry and Report in September 1957, that homosexuality became 
legal for adults aged 21 or over. It was a further 27 years before the age of consent 
was reduced to 18 in 1994 and not until 2000 that a law passed through Parlia-
ment, establishing the age of consent at 16, thus giving gays legal equity with 
straights – except, of course, that they cannot marry!
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James’ enthusiasm for homosexuality led to enthusiasm for  Plato’s 
Symposium – which we read as a gay manifesto. Eventually Plato’s 
idealised love seemed far removed from my hormonal reality while 
his Republic seemed little more than a blueprint for a whole society 
which would rapidly develop into a macrocosm of Wellington, both 
seemingly inspired by Spartan militarism. 

More importantly, James ‘introduced’ me to Oscar Wilde who 
amused and provoked in equal measure. Like Elvis, he opened doors. 
But whereas I barely understood what Elvis’s songs were about – the 
romance of Heartbreak Hotel, Mystery Train and You’re Right, I’m Left, 
She’s Gone hinting at a world mysteriously and opaquely distant from 
any I knew – Oscar made immediate and thrilling sense. I read his 
plays, short stories, essays and epigrams. (His poetry was too floridly 
purple for my taste, even then.) I became, to my father’s disgust, a 
very Wildean fifteen-year-old, complete with centre-parted hair, 
subjected to enforced trims by the school barber as I attempted 
shoulder length locks. In my advanced state of sexual confusion, Os-
car’s perversion was as attractive as his subversion and inversion. His 
Phrases and Philosophies for the Use of the Young were seductive: ‘Wick-
edness is a myth invented by good people to account for the curious 
attractiveness of others… The well bred contradict other people. The 
wise contradict themselves… Those who see any difference between 
soul and body have neither’. Written for Chameleon, at the request of 
Lord Alfred Douglas (in 1894) these epigrams underlay Wilde’s fall 
from grace (in 1895). The implicit radicalism of Wilde’s social come-
dies is explicit in The Soul of Man under Socialism (1895). This spar-
kling essay, withering social scorn never overwhelming Wilde’s ever-
perceptive wit, made me really question society for the first time. 
Wilde criticises those who try to ‘solve the problem of poverty, for 
instance, by keeping the poor alive; or, in the case of a very advanced 
school, by amusing the poor.’ Pointing out that this does not solve the 
difficulty but aggravates it, he asserts that the ‘proper aim is to try to 
reconstruct society on such a basis that poverty will not be possible… 
If property had simply pleasures, we could stand it; but its duties 
make it unbearable. In the interests of the rich we must get rid of it. 
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The virtues of the poor may be readily admitted, and are much to be 
regretted. We are told that the poor are grateful for charity. Some of 
them are, no doubt, but the best amongst the poor are never grateful. 
They are ungrateful, discontented, disobedient and rebellious… Dis-
obedience, in the eyes of anyone who has read history, is man’s origi-
nal virtue… no authoritarian socialism will do. It is to be regretted 
that a portion of our community should be practically in slavery, but 
to propose to solve the problem by enslaving the entire community is 
childish. Every man must be left quite free to choose his own work. 
No form of compulsion must be exercised over him. If there is, his 
work will not be good for him, will not be good in itself and will not 
be good for others. And by work I simply mean activity of any kind… 
All association must be quite voluntary. It is only in voluntary asso-
ciations that man is fine… With the abolition of private property, 
then, we shall have true, beautiful, healthy Individualism. Nobody 
will waste his life in accumulating things, and the symbols for things. 
One will live. To live is the rarest thing in the world. Most people ex-
ist, that is all… To sweep a slushy crossing for eight hours on a day 
when the east wind is blowing is a disgusting occupation. To sweep it 
with mental, moral, or physical dignity seems to me to be impossible. 
To sweep it with joy would be appalling. Man is made for something 
better than disturbing dirt. All work of that kind should be done by a 
machine… The true aim of this equitable society is to enable all men 
to be artists, creative beings able to realise themselves. What form of 
government is most suitable for such an artist? ‘To this question 
there is only one answer. The form of government that is most suita-
ble to the artist is no government at all.’ My growing disquiet at the 
visible social inequities in England (and in its colonies and protector-
ates) was neither new nor unique. I read the essay in a few hours; its 
effects were life long. Wildean ‘socialism’ underpinned all my later 
ideas. Socialism was a rational response to the injustice of human so-
ciety and not, as my father maintained, simply “lower class” envy at 
“better people rightly doing better.” (His final rejoinder to any argu-
ment was always the same: “Well, you may not like it, old boy, but 
that’s the way the world is, always was and always will be.”) I also read 
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about the nineteenth century Irish potato famine and felt ashamed 
disgust at the British genocide of its near neighbours and unwilling 
vassals, who were net exporters of agricultural produce to Britain 
even as English (they called themselves Anglo-Irish) landowners and 
Westminster starved them to death. I  also read Robert Jungk’s 
Brighter than a Thousand Suns: A Personal History of the Atomic 
Scientists, the first history of the Manhattan Project and its German 
rival, and of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs. 

At Wellington, initial aesthetic predilections, rapidly followed by 
socialist convictions, and incipient anti-militarist tendencies mar-
ginalised me still further. James preferred to follow Wilde’s dictum: 
‘the first duty in life is to be as artificial as possible. What the second 
duty is no one has as yet discovered’. We gradually drifted apart. 
Most prefects now avoided me. I was left alone to a large extent, still 
imprisoned but less visible. Naturally I was not the first rebel in Wel-
lington’s history. In the thirties, two Wellingtonian brothers, Giles 
and Esmond Romilly, anarchic nephews of Winston Churchill – Es-
mond was widely believed to be Churchill’s son as well as his nephew 
– published a famous public school revolutionary communist maga-
zine called Out Of Bounds. Both volunteered for the Spanish Civil 
War and the likelihood of early death when Spanish republicans ap-
pealed for international support against Franco’s military golpe de es-
tado.7 Predictably I couldn’t find copies of Out of Bounds in the li-
brary – it was banned at the time in public schools! My discovery of 
Wellington’s subterranean, rebel history was encouraging. The maga-
zine would still have had resonance: in one article ‘Esmond wrote 
from his own experience: his housemaster had lined up the ‘wet bobs’ 
and explained incomprehensibly, “Men! There are men here who 
will try to take advantage of a man because a man is a new man. 
That’s all I have to say to you”.’8 

7 Esmond, husband of Jessica (Decca) Mitford, fought in and survived the 
Spanish Civil War, to die as a bomber pilot in the Battle of Britain in 1941. His bat-
tle account (Boadilla, Hamish Hamilton, London, 1937) is a great eye witness on 
the Spanish Civil War. Giles Romilly died in 1967. 
8 The Mitford Girls, Mary S Lovell, (Little, Brown & Co, London, 2001).
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I discovered some translations of Federico García Lorca’s poetry 
in an encyclopaedia, and the fact that he was assassinated in the prel-
ude to the Spanish civil war for left-wing and homosexual leanings – 
‘heterodox sexuality’ for the encyclopaedia. There was also a repro-
duction of a beautiful pencil portrait of Lorca (1899-1936) which 
I removed and pinned on the ‘tish’ (wall) of my ‘room’ along with 
Wilfred Scawen-Blunt’s ‘My country always wrong’ response to the 
jingoism of ‘my country right or wrong’, and James Thurber’s “Reason 
is six sevenths of treason.” I also obtained a cheap, plaster bust of 
Karl Marx – the ‘satirical’ possession of a departing prefect bought 
when he left. I had little idea what Marx had said – and not much 
interest – but I knew he was ‘an enemy’ and enjoyed the frisson of 
perplexed disgust it provoked in many who saw it. I would readily 
have exchanged it for a bust of Wilde. 

The entire school met one morning a week in Great Hall instead 
of the chapel. At these gatherings the Master was usually content 
with anodyne warnings about the “sartorial eccentricity” or “hirsute 
excess” that threatened the school’s mores. One day he said there was 
“too much sex talk” and that henceforth it would “be severely pun-
ished”. (There was indeed far too much sex talk and far too little sex 
action; both predictable responses to the mono-sexual monotony 
and high control of college life.) Another slightly older friend, James 
Carslaw, always known as ‘Pondlife’, a brilliant student and cross 
country athlete, had a part in the Classical VIth Form play, present-
ed in English. Faced by two whispering fellow thespians on stage he 
ad-libbed: “No sex talk, I trust” and was thrashed for this unwonted 
improvisation. He later put out a little magazine called Oscar – an 
unsporting magazine, with Wilde’s ‘It is only the superficial qualities 
that last. Man’s deeper nature is soon found out’ as a strap. The death 
penalty still existed in Britain, to the growing disgust of the intelle-
gentsia, and Oscar opened with a Swiftian denunciation of the hang-
ing of Podola, then a cause célèbre. It also obliquely attacked every-
thing Wellington stood for. 

In 1959 Queen Elizabeth came for the College centenary. From the 
back of the body assembled in the main quadrangle to hear her speech, 
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some wit shouted, in mimicry of Peter Sellers’ best selling Songs for 
Swinging Sellers: “Wot abaht the workers?” The Queen heard this and 
the ripple of sniggers greeting it, but went on, majestically unheeding. 
This potentially embarassing incident was pursued no further, its per-
petrator neither caught, nor, I suspected, sought. Press reports of dis-
sent were a big fear. A large CND sign and the message “Balls to Wel-
lington” daubed in enough weedkiller to kill even the grass on the 
cricket pitch was a by-product of a continuing, clandestine, nocturnal 
guerrilla warfare between Wellington and nearby Eton College. How-
ever the necklaces of inflated condoms placed on busts of Wellington’s 
generals placed in alcoves round the quadrangles, an outrage hushed up 
as fearfully as other scandals, were internal. 

Jack Kerouac’s On the Road was more exciting than the dingy 
chiaroscuro photographs of a voluminous whore being buggered 
which H also showed around. The beat life-style seemed a real es-
cape from the stultifying world I knew. (Buggering whores definitely 
seemed less attractive.than buggering fellow pupils.) James Dean’s 
‘sensitivity’ and early death added necrophiliac glamour to Nicholas 
Ray’s Rebel without a Cause, a movie that gave every surly teenager a 
posthumous iconic image to ponder. (And there was a cause – oppo-
sition to the withering boredom and existential angst of everyday life 
– the very one that bothered heatwave a decade later.) 

I saw Rebel in Oslo with my older Norwegian friend Anton, the 
son of a shipping magnate and a near neighbour in Holmenkollen, 
who owned a 1.1 litre Porsche, almost identical to the one in which 
Dean died. (Like many Norwegians, Anton was fluent in American-
nuanced English, while my Norwegian was scarcely rudimentary.) 
Marlon Brando, already widely-touted as a rebel youth star before 
Dean, made On The Waterfront (1954), which my mother reluctant-
ly took me to see on a 1955 exeat from school. This mumbling, smoul-
deringly sexy star seemed to reveal in his performance exactly how 
I was feeling and to be just what I wanted to be. I had not seen The 
Wild Ones (1953), promptly and for many years banned by the 
straight-laced British censors ‘as a screen essay in violence and bru-
tality’, in which Johnny Strabler (Brando) is asked what he is rebel-
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ling against. He replies with shrugging and ultimately iconic disdain 
‘Whatcha got?’ Having lived through the intervening years The Wild 
Ones is extremely tame but Strabler’s comment persists. Everything 
that excited me, apart from William Blake, Wilde, Robert Louis Ste-
venson and Lorca, was American or at least, apart from Blake, not 
strictly English. For many rebel souls America looked more and 
more like a promised land, where really living was actually possible. 
(My vision was based on avid consumption of information solely 
about the American rebel tradition.) Brando, more than any film 
star, before or since, seemed a genuine part of that tradition, the real 
deal, kicking against the half-life of the early fifities. For me, a decade 
after it was made, Viva Zapata! (1952) proved a powerful and ro-
mantic catalyst for revolt, not least because Brando’s visceral rebel-
lion was  arowedly anarchist. 

Bullying at Wellington went almost unchecked. The code of 
honour made denunciation of an oppressor a far worse offence 
among fellow students than the initial oppression, however extreme. 
(Years later I found the same distorted ethics in prison.) My friend, 
H, later an editor of Radio Times, and the boy who first played Lead-
belly records for me – another foretaste – was bullied for alleged 
‘cockiness’ but more probably because he had one shoulder that 
sloped, making him a misfit. On one occasion he was stripped naked, 
tied up and covered from head to foot in a vicious mix of Vim scour-
ing powder, golden syrup and black boot polish, on another forced to 
breathe in the toxic fumes of Dabitoff – a carbon tetrachloride fabric 
cleanser. On the way out of chapel he collapsed at the feet of the 
school prefects at the chapel door. Fearing reprisals, he admitted “ac-
cidentally” sniffing Dabitoff and was rushed to the sanatorium for 
observation. That night Peter Hincks read the riot act at dormitory 
prayers. Watching a fellow student opposite was an error. When Ted 
W’s large and prominent jaw dropped in amazement at Hinck’s sen-
sationalist account of the effects of CaCl4, I had an attack of convul-
sive giggles. A prefect hauled me out to wait on the stairwell. I was 
duly caned – for levity and lack of concern for my friend: “Well, 
phew gosh, my child, I hear what you say but there’s no excuse and 
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no option but to beat you, my child.” Naturally it hurt him more than 
me. I hope it did!

Wellington provided a theoretical alternative to the Combined 
Cadet Force (a.k.a. the CCF or Corps). Boy Scouts sounded bad – 
but far better. Hincks, a former Olympic discus competitor, a giant 
with a swept-back mane of Tarzan-like hair, stroked his chin: “Well, 
phew gosh, my child…” he began (Hincks rarely spoke without these 
five words, trying to show that he was at one with his charges.) “… 
phew gosh! There isn’t a scout troop. Everyone joins Corps – at the 
start of their second year.” I protested in vain about the scout troop 
mentioned in the College brochure. “My child, everyone joins Corps.” 
I was compulsorily volunteered. Wellington was regimented from 
dawn to dusk and again from dusk to dawn. Corps was merely the 
offensively visible tip of a very large iceberg. I hated it – except dur-
ing the two terms I spent aged 16, as a Junior Leader, on a sort of 
youth commando course where I learned to move and kill silently, a 
more obviously useful activity than square-bashing. I was taught, 
theoretically, how to despatch a victim silently and speedily with a 
knife – or bloodily and with accompanying yelps – with a bayonetted 
rifle. I narrowly missed winning the Stick of Honour awarded to the 
leading participant and was promoted to the rank of lance corporal. 
My father, delighted, detected an eagerly awaited change. His expec-
tations were soon dashed. An amiable and shy older boy, calIed 
Ward, manoeuvred his way out of the cadets because he needed to 
spend extra time in study. Ward’s objections to Corps were not, pri-
marily pacific, but simply that classical music transcended all other 
earthly concerns. Once Junior Leaders was over it would be back to 
endless drill so, parlaying my new found prestige to my advantage – 
no one could doubt my committment when I won many valuable 
points for the house – I cajoled Hincks into letting me take early re-
tirement from Corps with promises to spend time working for ex-
ams. “No one has ever done this before.” “Ward studies every Corps 
day, doesn’t he?” “What would your father say?” I was a good liar. 
“I’m sure my father would be really pleased I want to do extra study. 
He knows I’m determined to get good A-levels”. It worked.
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Father Trevor Huddlestone, of the Anglican Fellowship of the 
Resurrection, and subsequently a militant, pre-Tutu, anti-apartheid 
bishop in South Africa, was guardian of Charles C, a year younger 
than me. Huddlestone regularly preached at Wellington. Probably 
ninety per cent of students didn’t listen. The majority of those who 
listened and understood would have applauded the school’s liberalism 
in allowing a renegade ‘pinko’ to speak. He was, after all, an advocate 
of colonial freedom, racial justice and social equity, and thus of the 
death of Empire. (Few suspected how imminent that death was.) 
Huddlestone’s talks were fresh air to the few that really heard them. 
Charles himself wore a nuclear disarmament badge at Wellington, an 
unmodish act bringing persecution, mostly minor but some major. 
No perpetrators were ever found, since Charles refused to name 
them. Charles was always treated as victimiser rather than victim. 
(Being told they “must have asked for it” seems the fate of many re-
bels.) A nuclear disarmament badge seemed a logical reaction to Jun-
gk. I was now seventeen and had some credibility. Working fairly hard 
for A-levels, a reasonable athlete, my modest forte being cross country, 
I’d been ‘election agent’ for one of the college ‘bloods’ (‘jocks’) during 
the school mock elections. He had problems understanding the Party 
Manifesto, but was elected (as an anti-nuclear Liberal). Voting re-
flected the kudos of candidates as much as their politics! I’d also won 
a school literary prize. My rebellion was believed to be in remission. 
I was almost acceptable. I could befriend Charles without personal 
risk. Sympathising instinctively, I felt genuinely sorry for him, and 
ended up both liking him and enjoying talking to him, despite his per-
sonal hygiene, lamentable even by our standards. With National Ser-
vice looming I also needed information quickly, though university 
might delay the inevitable for a while. Having spent too much of my 
childhood playing toy soldiers, pretending to be real soldiers, and in 
officers’ quarters within Army barracks, the Army was not for me. 
I had been as delighted with Swift’s definition of a soldier as ‘a yahoo 
hired to kill’, with which I had periodically (and doubtless unjustly) 
goaded my father, as I had been with Blunt’s anti-patriotic outburst. 
I didn’t want to waste two years doing National Service. An excep-
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tionally committed coward, I didn’t believe in nations, armies, wars or 
violence. I wanted cogent and plausible reasons with which to face 
Conscientious Objector Tribunals which, I gathered from Charles, 
were quite stringent. The annexe, for senior pupils who were not yet 
prefects, was shared between the dormitories of the Hopetoun and 
the Murray. Murray prefects were less officious than Hopetoun ones 
so I spent time in the Murray section of the annexe, talking to Robin 
Oakley, later Political Editor of BBC-TV and CNN, who befriended 
me, probably out of curiosity, and provided a sympathetic ear but lit-
tle practical advice. He was up for National Service a year or more 
ahead of me and obviously then did not like the idea. Charles said the 
only excuse for pacifism was religion. (I  had decided along with 
countless others that, pace Voltaire, if God existed it would be neces-
sary to destroy Her/Him/It. Who made God? Everything God’s 
earthly spokesmen said was denied in actions of the church. If an om-
nipotent God allowed horrors like Hiroshima or even Wellington to 
happen, She/He/It obviously wasn’t worth a prayer. The rigour Wel-
lington encouraged was certainly not philosophical! For instance, 
I (mis)read Tom Paine’s Age of Reason (a spin off from Hazlitt’s Spirit 
of the Age, an A-level Level text) as simply an attack on God, rather 
than as support of Deism! Charles’ religious conviction was a non-
starter for me. He suggested that refusing to wear uniform or deser-
tion carried a three month jail sentence, usually (but not always) fol-
lowed by dishonourable discharge. Occasionally the process was 
repeated, sometimes several times. The thought was grim but refusal 
of this sort looked to be my sole option. I finally joined the English 
section of the War Resisters’ International, (the gruesomely named 
Peace Pledge Union) in 1961, a few months after leaving school in July 
1960. By then conscription for National Service9 had ceased, but it 
could be re-imposed. I was taking no chances.

9 The end of military national service may have been as decisive in the develop-
ment of the sixties’ rebel culture as the Hiroshima bomb or LSD25. Possibly the 
fact that we didn’t have the armed forces to ‘make men of us’ was why so many of 
us ended up as something ‘other’, and not ‘men’ in the restricted and restrictive 
sense accepted by our parents’ generation. 



One of the quintessential ‘60s figures Charles Radcliffe 

sat down with the anti-nuclear Committee of 100, edited 

one of the most influential revolutionary magazines, 

Heatwave, joined and resigned from the Situationist 

International, was a hashish dealer, edited an 

underground magazine, Friends, became an international 

drug smuggler and served a long prison sentence.  

A lifelong enthusiasm for blues led to meetings with  

the Howling Wolf, Little Walter, Muddy Waters, 

Lightning Hopkins and John Lee Hooker. Friendships 

with Murray Bookchin, Chris Gray, Eric Clapton and 

Franklin and Penelope Rosemont are also dealt with  

in this stunning and comprehensive autobiography.


